CCSD(T) potential energy and induced dipole surfaces for N2–H2(D2): retrieval of the collision-induced absorption integrated intensities in the regions of the fundamental and first overtone vibrational transitions.
The present work aims at ab initio characterization of the integrated intensity temperature variation of collision-induced absorption (CIA) in N(2)-H(2)(D(2)). Global fits of potential energy surface (PES) and induced dipole moment surface (IDS) were made on the basis of CCSD(T) (coupled cluster with single and double and perturbative triple excitations) calculations with aug-cc-pV(T,Q)Z basis sets. Basis set superposition error correction and extrapolation to complete basis set (CBS) limit techniques were applied to both energy and dipole moment. Classical second cross virial coefficient calculations accounting for the first quantum correction were employed to prove the quality of the obtained PES. The CIA temperature dependence was found in satisfactory agreement with available experimental data.